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IT’S UP TO YOU
This Newsletter relies for its content on material supplied by its readers and
no-one else. It does not ‘pick up’ on articles in other publications, it does not
syndicate and it tries to reflect no-one’s views and opinions other than those
of its readers. You can help to maintain that integrity by ‘keeping in touch’ ….

Any ideas about what we should include, any contributions you may wish to
make about yourself and your interests, any news, recommended hobby
outlets or just a general “Hi” to fellow readers would be very welcome.
It’s your Newsletter! Use it.
NEWSLETTER POLICY
This Newsletter is freely distributed to regular subscribers and is available
to download through Macclesfield Model Railway Group’s web site. Some
of our information is derived from the internet and we try to acknowledge
sources where ever we can. However, it is not always possible to trace
original sources with the limited facilities that we have and we apologise
unreservedly in advance for any oversight.
As a reader/recipient of this Newsletter, you are free to distribute it
amongst your friends and family, other clubs and societies to which you
may belong or use any part of it to promote and further interest in railway
modelling.
MMRG claims no copyright of any of the content and you are free to use any
part of it for any non-profit making purpose you wish. Should you wish to
use any of the content in any documentation of your own, all that we ask is
that, as a courtesy, you forward us a copy.
With regard to commercial/for profit use of our material, we have to rely on
trust - we have no way of monitoring such use. If you do intend to use our
material in such a way, please ask for permission first. It is unlikely to be
refused but, at the very least, an acknowledgement would be expected in
return.

let us know what you think, what you are doing with your hobby. If you have

COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING

any ideas about how this Newsletter could be improved, what you like or

Our policy, at present, is that this publication will carry no commercial
advertising. It is a Newsletter! However, should you wish to place an
“advertising article” concerning a new product, an up-grade to an existing
product or a more general “of benefit/interest to railway modellers” article,
please contact ‘The Editor” via e-mail initially. It is understood that such
features do not carry the endorsement of MMRG unless specified.

don’t like about it, then please contact the Newsletter either through “Over to
You” or to the Editor direct at…….

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
All article text and photographs are by the authors except for images for “The
Funnies” which are drawn from the internet and are, with our apologies,
original source unknown. Should we, inadvertently, have infringed your
copyright please accept our apologies, let us know and we will publish an
appropriate acknowledgement and apology in the next available issue.

AND FINALLY
This Newsletter is produced for and on behalf of Macclesfield Model
Railway Group as part of their ‘constitutional obligation’ to promote and
support the hobby of railway modelling. MMRG, under it’s own rules, is
obliged to pursue ‘educational’ opportunities within the hobby and this
Newsletter is proud to play its part.
No price can be placed on the value of ‘education’, which is why this
Newsletter is, and always will be, free.
—————————————————————

EDITORIAL

a new project begun …… but what kind of layout should that
be?

What do you mean, “The summer school holidays are over”?
We’ve only just put the clocks forward, haven’t we? So that’s
it? Kids back to school, put my sandals back in the wardrobe
and start thinking about all those winter projects I’ve got
stashed away in the ‘round to it’ drawers and cupboards.

It’s an interesting time for anyone involved in ’00’ with the
prospect of beginning an entirely new project. A real
opportunity to join in at the planning stage. Would you be
interested? Do you have skills and ideas that you’d like to
share or even acquire new ones working within this group?

I fear the season of higher utility bills (well, gas and electric)
are rapidly approaching and the memories of a summer of

If you are interested, why not pop along to the Club on a
Monday or Friday evening and talk to fellow ’00’ modellers.

fantastic weather, barbecues and generally lazing about are
The ‘0n30’ Group is making progress (though slowly!) with

fading with equal rapidity.

their new project - all the wiring’s done, the two control
panels work (and ‘talk’ to each other!) and the fiddle yard’s

Time to start preparing for ‘hibernation’.

point controls have been up-graded to cater for the
But not quite yet. Club members are involved in one or two
shows this side of the year’s end (Wolffe Lowe to Swindon

‘MegaPoints’ route selection system. It’s time to start
building!

for 8th and 9th September and Purgatory Peak to Poynton
for 15th and 16th September) that we know of. There may, of
course, be late enquiries for availability for shows that have
had layout cancellations for whatever reason. Who knows?

The ’N’ and ‘TT’ gaugers are pretty much in the same
position as the ’00’ers. With the rehousing of Macc Central
there is now a respectable amount of free space that’s ‘up
for grabs’. Could a new, Continental ‘TT’ layout be in the

…… and we start the ‘busy season’ for the Club.

Discussions are beginning about what to do with Sutton
Hilltop (the Club’s ’00’ layout). Should work continue on it to
bring it up to a much higher standard both operationally and
scenically? Should there be a re-development of the
‘harbour’ area with, perhaps, an ‘009’ feeder? Should the
layout be up-graded to DCC? With regard to the layout there

offing? Could an ’N’ gauge branch line be possible?

And what about ‘009’? With those great Baldwins on offer
from Bachmann and various other locos from Heljan and the
like, more ready to run rolling stock than you could shake a
stick at as well as buildings, kits and a host of other
paraphernalia, the time has never been better than right now
for ‘009’.

are many ideas being expressed for its continuation. Equally,
there are thoughts that it could be packed away, stored and

As I said a little earlier, this could be a very busy season!

Macclesfield Model Railway Group
through the On30 Group, supports the development of

“MegaPoint Controllers”
for all the latest news, go to:-

"www.megapointscontrollers.com"

ISLE OF MAN - MAY 2018 (Part 2)

engine shed. These workshops can be seen from the end of

Dominic Emery

the platform and are still in use today.

On checking the internet I found that on Mondays and

First of all a bit of history for those unfortunate not to have

Tuesdays the horse-drawn trams don't run in May. So it was

been to the Isle of Man and travelled on the steam railway.

on these days that I planned to travel on the steam railway.

Although the fifteen and three quarter mile line to Port Erin is

We made our way from our B&B to the station which is at the

the only part left of the “Isle of Man Railway Company“

end of the North Quay. The first building we saw was the

network, it wasn't the first line built. The line to Peel opened

grand station

officially on the 1st July 1873 with public services starting the

archway with

next day. The Port Erin line needed a lot more heavy

the station clock

engineering mostly to do with the rock cutting just outside

and 2 gold leaf-

Douglas at the Nunnery. The second cutting at Keistal was

covered turrets

narrower to keep costs down. The public services started to

which looks

Port Erin on the 31st July 1874 but, this time, without a

superb and

“Grand Opening“. The Line from Ramsey was eventually built

was, with the

by the “Manx Northern Railway Co“ and ran to St. John's on

1892 built

the Douglas to Peel line. The coaches delivered to the

station, restored

M.N.R. were 6 wheelers and twice as long as the 4 wheelers

in 2016 when a

running at that time on the I.M.R. The engines were very

second floor

similar to the ones on the I.M.R. and were built by Sharp

was built in the

Stewart of Manchester. They were of an inferior quality build

building to

and had only relatively short working lives. A branch line was

provide seating

built from St. John's to the village of Foxdale and here the

for restaurant

https://
commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:MNR-Caledonia.jpg
https://
commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
M.N.R. Bought an 0-6-0T No. 4 “Caledonia“ to work the ruling
1 in 49 gradient. The most important traffic was from the
customers. A major refurbishment in 1989 led to the station

quarry in Foxdale to Ramsey Quay for export. Only one

winning a prestigious Ian Allan Heritage Award in 1990. The

passenger coach was needed and that survives today having

station area had changed in the last 23 years with the bus

been restored to its 1887 condition in 2013. It is used on the

depot and the new Transport Headquarters taking room from

“Ultimate Driving Experiences“.

the Railway meaning that the 1892 built signal box had been
moved closer to the railway line and a new carriage shed had

After the opening of the M.E.R., which was more direct and

been built behind the railway's 1891 built workshops and

quicker between Douglas and Ramsey than the M.N.R, the
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railway, together with the rundown of the quarry traffic, had

problems financially keeping its head above water. In 1905

Railway in 1893 and became known as the “Manx Standard

the M.N.R. and the Foxdale line were taken over by the

Gauge“. The Snaefell Mountain Railway is, of course, 3'6''.

I.M.R. Serious competition came from the new bus company
in the mid 20’s ……. so the the railway company bought them
out! Up to the fifties the railway had plenty of tourist traffic but

Our's was the first train of the day and the five red and cream

then came cheap air flights to the Mediterranean and that

coaches were already standing on the right hand side of the

took its toll with stations closing, staff laid off and services cut

platform waiting for our engine to come off the shed and, still

back. To cut a long story short, at the end of the season in
1968, the lines to Peel and Ramsey were closed and in 1975
the rails were lifted and the buildings sold. The scenic
southern route was saved and nationalised in 1978. This led
to a period of rationalisation and Douglas Station lost its
platform canopies.

The 1993 Manx Electric Railway centenary bought back
interest in the railways and a year of celebrations followed. In
1995 the Snaefell Mountain Railway centenary followed and I
remember seeing the extra rail on the top part of the
mountain that “Caledonia“ used during the celebrations. I still
have the mug I bought back then at the top of Snaefell!
The ride on the steam railway in the nineties was pretty

with plenty of time in hand, No. 12 “Hutchinson“ pulled onto

rough. I remember the Guard on our train standing up for part

the train. This 1908 built Beyer Peacock & Co., Ltd. 2-4-0T

of the journey and I soon got to see and feel why! Luckily as

engine was (as all engines on the Steam Railway are)

part of I.R.I.S. all-island sewerage network the complete line

gleaming with every piece of copper or brass and all the

was relaid and all stations got full height platforms.

paintwork highly polished. The fireman was a bit upset as
there were only about 15 passengers for this first train on the
Monday. Coach door handles are very similar to the ones we

On the matter of gauge, the chief engineer of the railway met

know on BR Mk 1 coaches. These handles, when the door is

up with Robert Fairlie (yes the designer of the Fairlie locos)

slammed closed, don't lock automatically but have to be
turned to a horizontal position. This means that the Guard
usually has to walk the length of the train to check and lock
the doors when anybody gets in or out. All three engines face
towards Port Erin.

Robert Francis Fairlie

At the moment the railway has only got three working engines
with the oldest being 1894 built No. 8 “Fenella“, which is the

Born either 5 April 1830 or

sole representative of the smaller engines. The other two are

March 1831

the No. 12 and the 1910 built No. 13 “Kissack“ which was
returned to traffic in 2016 carrying the original holly green

Died 31 July 1885

livery in contrast to the other two in Indian red livery. No.15
“Caledonia“ was in the workshops waiting for its newly
repaired and recently returned boiler from the Severn Valley
Railway to be refitted. “Caledonia“ is an 0-6-0T built by Dübs
& Co., of Glasgow in 1885 for the Foxdale Railway as Manx

and a gauge of 3' was settled on. That was followed by the
Douglas Horse Tramway in 1876 and the Manx Electric

Northern Railway No. 4 and this is the livery she wears today.
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station building has been sold off but the station has 2

https://

platforms with waiting shelters and a path to a glen that leads
down to a shingle beach. Two and a half miles further we
pass the request stop at Sandon with the last example of the

manxelectricrailway

original station design from 1874. From here the line passes
over the last manually operated crossing on the Island
(Ballastrang Crossing). Ballasalla station, rebuilt in 1985, is

.co.uk/visitors/mnr-

the next stop where trains in both directions stop at the one
side, here there is a loop and a siding, and passengers can

no-4-caledonia/

get off and visit Rushen Abbey. On leaving the station, the
train crosses the main Douglas to Castletown Road via a
level crossing with barriers controlled by the train Guard. The

On one of my visits the boiler could be seen outside the

signal box, complete with crossing gates wheel, still

workshops on a well wagon with one of the Railway's two

overlooks the road crossing. Our train heads on towards
Castletown and, as we pass the industrial estate behind
Ronaldsway Airport, we pass Ronaldsway Halt which, with its
short platform, is a request stop. We pass the home signal
before entering Castletown Station with its two platforms and

Simplex shunting locos. The railway has not got any reserve
locomotive power and with the ”TT“ races coming up,
resources become somewhat ‘stretched’ especially when the
extra “TT Commuter Club” trains are run to bring workers into
Douglas when most of the roads into the Capital are closed.

We set off on time and we were at the back of the train so
that I could film the whole train length. Because of this, I did
not realise that our train had, on leaving the station, a two
and half mile climb at 1 in 65 to get away from the sea. We
pass the carriage shed built in 1998 on the right and here is a
siding with non-passenger stock. This used to be the line to
Peel. Carrying on, we then pass over the River Douglas and
enter a rock cutting. After leaving the deep cutting there is an
industrial estate on the right hand side and fields on the left.
We were to pass a lot of fields on our journey south! We have

a goods shed served by two sidings. Here the fine twin-

fine views of the cliffs at Keristal for half a mile as we drop

gabled building constructed from local limestone and

down to make our first station stop at Port Soderick. Here the
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extensively refurbished in 1994 has a Station Master who

controls the arrival and leaving of the trains and is a mine of

shed that can take two engines (although there is only usually

information about the trains running on the day. From here it’s

one kept overnight). The engine always pulls off the front of

about a ten minute walk into the former capital with one of the

its train onto the run-round loop and takes the shed road to

world's best preserved medieval fortresses, Castle Rushen.

pull up in front of the shed to fill their tanks and wait for the
next departure.

No 12,’Hutchinson’, takes on water at Port Erin

It is the main intermediate station on the line and its here that

The station yard is home to a two road carriage shed and the

we pass the train from Port Erin. The train from Port Erin is

goods shed is now the entrance and shop of the Steam

usually first and waits for the train from Douglas. If the train

Railway Museum. The main Museum building is the old Bus

from Douglas gets here first it has to wait outside the station.

Depot.

It gives passengers on the Douglas train time to get off and
take photos or film the Port Erin train as it arrives in the

The Museum is home to the last steam engine built for the

station and the tokens exchanged by the drivers for the single

railway in 1926, No. 16 “Mannin” and is significantly larger

line. On leaving the station our train passes near to the
Southern 100 course (motorcycle race course) and passes
through more farmland before we pass Ballabeg which is,
again, a request stop where the local W.I. look after the
flowers on the short platformed halt. It's another one and a
quarter miles till the next station at Colby and from Colby a
three quarters of a mile till the Halt at Colby Level Halt known
just as The Level. Here the platform is only 15 foot long!! At
fourteen and three quarter miles we reach Port St. Mary with
its large red brick building to reflect its Victorian importance. It
has a goods shed that's used to store coaching stock and
there were three covered over coaches minus bogies stood in
the goods yard. However, being so close to Port Erin there is

than the other engines. It was withdrawn in 1964. The other

no passing loop. From here the line takes a right hand curve

engine is No. 6 “Peveril”, built in 1875, and was last operated

and then its a straight run down into Port Erin, 15 3/8 miles

in the summer of 1960 being cosmetically restored in 1994

from Douglas. Here the 1903 Ruabon brick built station

and placed in the Museum in 2002. The other main exhibits

retains its Edwardian splendour and won an Ian Allan

are the Royal Saloon, No. F.36, and the Governor's Saloon,

Heritage Award in 1990 following internal restoration. In the

F.75. There is also a covered goods van, G.19, which had

station building is a cafe and there is also a stone built engine
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started life as a four-wheeled Brake Van (E.3) and was rebuilt

by the Railway in 1921. There is also a replica open goods

steam train? Yes, we did and the Guard was right when he

wagon.

After walking around Port Erin, having a fish and chips lunch
and searching the beach for sea shells, we headed back to
Douglas on an afternoon train. The next day we caught the
first train to Castletown. This time we had to queue to get on
the platform! There were three coach parties on board. We
went on the dining train on Thursday but that story is for
another article……maybe. I had Friday off which meant I
could travel on what I wanted …… so it was the first train to
Castletown where I swopped trains and then a round trip from
Douglas behind No. 8.
1913 built, double door guard’s brake coach

said that it was only 300 yards to the Terminal!

The I.O.M is easy to reach from the North of England with, I
think, the only problem being getting an affordable place to
stay. The island is a real heaven for narrow gauge fans. It's
now just a case of picking a few photos for the article.
Oxford Rail have made two 00 scale non-motorised models
of engines No. 12 and No. 13 that will roll on 12mm track for
£19.95 each but can only be bought from the Isle of Man
Railways. They also have 2 MER trams, No. 19 and No. 21,
for £24.95 each.
No 8 with its strangely sloping smoke box door

For more information, visit :‘www.rail.im'
‘www.iombusandrail.info'
or click on any of the red links in the text.

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend:“NARROW GAUGE MODELING COMPANY”
Hubbardston
MA, USA
(1) 978 928 5128
Inside the cab of No 8 - immaculate!

specialising in On18, On2, On3 and On30

We did actually do the round trip on the MER to Ramsey and

‘narrowgaugemodeling.com'

on our last full day to Droon Glen for a walk down to the sea.

and Facebook at ‘Narrow Gauge Modeling

Has anybody else had the luck to be able to travel to the

Company’

Airport for their return flight by a narrow gauge timetabled
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OH, YOU WORK IT OUT!!

ARE TRACKS 2 AND 5 MONORAILS??

TRACKWORK
BY
“CONFUSED
DOT COM” ??
or is it just
me?

Alek Adamski
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BODMIN - an ’N’ gauge layout you

via the mainline junction at Bodmin Road. This, together with

could build?

some 18 passenger workings daily and local pick up goods
meant that Bodmin was a busy station as all traffic from

Ray Slack and (the late) Ian Hibbert **

TRACK PLAN - not to scale

Wenfordbridge and beyond had to reverse direction at
Bodmin. Added to this was the fact that the clay trains,
because of the gradients involved, were split for movements
between Bodmin and the clay works.

Bodmin station still exists as part of a preserved line (Bodmin
and Wenford Railway) although only the station building
(slightly ‘modified’) and platform remain. The signal box and
the platform shed have been rebuilt.

SO WHY BODMIN?

As is usual, the idea for the layout came about as the result
of a casual conversation between Ian and Ray. Both were
feeling a bit frustrated that the Club’s ’N’ gauge layout
(Macclesfield Central) was taking a lot longer than was
HISTORY

planned for it to appear on the ‘exhibition circuit’ - it is a big

Originally the line was used for the carriage of china clay from

project! - and it would be great to build a smaller layout that

the Wenfordbridge branch which drew into Bodmin (General),

could be ‘completed’ relatively quickly to fill the gap.

reversed direction, and then went on to the docks at Fowey
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Several criteria were set:-

unusual track plan and GWR connections with the Southern

1) the whole layout would have to be transportable in one

Railway, fitted the bill!

car!
2) it would have to cater for Ray’s interest in the Great

Bodmin, with its clay traffic, general goods and passenger

Western Railway
3) the layout should be quick and easy to assemble and
take down with the minimum number of ‘bits’ and be light
to carry.
4) it should be interesting to operate
5) it should be reliable and smooth running (notoriously
difficult in ’N’ gauge!) without the need for ‘the hand of
God’ to appear!

services was ideal for its variety of trains and rolling stock.
There would be plenty of shunting opportunities, running
round passenger and goods trains that both had to reverse
their direction of travel and ‘spotting’ goods wagons in the
goods shed…….and it was predominantly GWR with a token
‘nod’ to the SR.

PLANNING

Ian and Ray came across a series of articles, drawings and
The car was the biggest factor and it was worked out that it
would be possible to ‘fit’ a layout of around 10/11ft x 21” into
it.

photographs by the North London Group of the Scale 4
Society which detailed the construction of their 4mm scale
layout and this provided the impetus they needed. Site visits
by Ray and (unpublished) photographs from the North

After a considerable time spent searching for a suitable

London Group proved to be invaluable.

prototype they happened upon Bodmin which, with its
Modelling in ’N’ has its advantages and one is the ability to
model a relatively large area in a small space. However, even
in ’N’, compromises had to be made. There is some
compression of the station area and considerably more
between the bridges but the overall effect is convincing and
recognisably Bodmin.

With the station plan more or less settled, it was time to think
about how the layout would operate. The first right hand turn
from the station would represent the branch line to
Wenfordbridge with the left hand route representing the
connection with Bodmin Road and so to Fowey. The fiddle
yard at the rear of the layout would store various trains and

11 allow for some re-arrangement to create variety.

With the loop into the fiddle yard, trains could go to/come

also helps locos transit the points without stalling, especially

from both Fowey and Wenfordbridge.

those with a relatively short wheelbase. Not a conversion for
the feint hearted, but well worth doing.

Sorted!
Points, where they form crossovers, have also been
CONSTRUCTION

shortened to closer represent the 6’ permanent way.

Baseboards are built mostly out of 6mm ply and 20mm

Much of the ‘webbing’ around the tie bar area of the points

softwood box beams with a good quality insulation board top

was also carefully removed so that sleepers are seen rather

surface. The ends of the boards are solid ply with alignment

than a big lump of plastic.

dowels and are clipped together.
All the points are powered by SEEP motors and the whole
Ray has an engineering background and Ian had access to to

layout is split into sections that can be controlled from either

aluminium section so the whole of the leg system is built from

of two hand held controllers.

square and flat aluminium sections riveted together and all
fold up inside the baseboard for transport.

SCENERY

There is a ‘gallows’ arrangement which supports the facia

Simplicity, sturdiness and weight saving were all important

and the lighting beam which all folds up to a length of 5’6”

considerations so the basic contours were formed by using

and, conveniently (!) fits into a car.

expanded polystyrene foam or other expanded foams and all
were hand carved to shape. Undiluted PVA glue was used to

Essentially there are only three bolts and three pins holding

stick the scenery formers to the baseboards.

the whole construction together! It’s quite clever, really, and
was designed by Ray …….. but then he’s the one does

Once the final shape of the scenery met with satisfaction, the

crosswords and Sudoku!

‘hills’ were covered with grass matting rather than any form of
plaster/paint mix. To this was then added a variety of scatters

TRACKWORK

held in place with diluted PVA. It took some time to create a
colour/texture blend that not only ‘looked right’ but was also a

All track is Peco fine-scale laid directly onto the insulation

reasonable portrayal of of ‘the real thing’.

board ……… however, some modifications were made,
particularly to the points.

The point frogs have been extended with nickel silver strip to
stop, as far as possible, those tiny ’N’ gauge wheels dropping
into those rather over-scale gaps. This has helped

The scene also demanded the inclusion of quite a few trees
and scrubland with smaller bushes. The trees were
enormously with the smooth crossing of points without the
characteristic ‘wobble’ so many wagons display. Electrically it
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purchased ready made from SIST Trees and have had a

variety of differently shaded scatter material stuck to them
with maximum hold hair spray. This has created ‘woodland’
with a fairly realistic variation of leaf colour rather than having
all the trees a uniform green.

The bushes and hedges were made from Woodland Scenics
‘Clump Foliage’ and the brambles from Woodland Scenics
‘Polyfibre’. Again, all were treated with a variety of ‘scatters’
and were then attached to the scenery using hairspray.
Comments have been made over the years that the buildings
BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES

look very clean. They are! But, then, so are the real buildings.
With it’s rural location and lack of industrial air pollution there

These were built by Ray using various patterns of embossed

is not the accumulation of ‘muck’ as seen in more urban

‘Plasticard’, wood veneers and corrugated aluminium. All

locations.

were produced using the drawings and photographs supplied
by the North London Group of the Scale 4 Society and the

Interestingly, the bridges are built with a slight taper towards

photos Ray had taken during his several ‘field trips’.

the rear of the layout and this helps to create a sense of

Ray, as you might imagine, had great fun cutting out the
window and door apertures from the Peco ‘plasticard’ sheets
which are around 2mm thick. He was heard to mutter the odd
expletive or two!

depth greater than the layout’s actual dimensions….. a subtle
use of ‘perspective’.

The layout has ‘evolved’ over its lifetime with the addition of
more buildings and the replacement of early, temporary
buildings ……. but that is something you might expect. Is a
model railway ever, truly, ‘finished’?

THE BACK SCENE

The stonework was a laborious exercise involving the
painting of each individual stone with acrylic paints to match,
as closely as possible, the colours found on the original

Thank goodness Ray had taken a lot of shots of the real

buildings. Windows were made using clear acrylic sheet with

scenery during his field trips to Bodmin. Neither Ray nor Ian

the frames drawn on using a bow pen and Humbrol paints.

could be described as ‘artists’, so the back scene was seen

The doors were hand made using strips of self adhesive

as something of a challenge …….. especially following a

paper and painted the appropriate colours.

couple of abortive attempts at painting one!
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The solution was to create one on a computer using Ray’s

loco (white metal) and the extra pick-up ensured that it was a

stock of photos, matching them up for tone and colour and,

very smooth runner.

finally, printing them off on to self adhesive A4 paper. These
were then mounted on the back scene boards with,

This loco was soon followed by a Dapol 56xx, a couple of

surprisingly, better results than our two ‘artists could achieve.

Farish pannier tanks, a ‘Hall’ (for the ‘holiday specials’) and a
Collet goods loco built from a Langley kit.

SIGNALS
The ‘B’ set and the ‘holiday special’ carriages are modified
Dapol products as is the Auto-train which makes an

occasional appearance from the mainline. Also appearing
infrequently from the same line is a Southern M7.
How could we not have clay trains on this line? The wagons all 30 of them! - are built from Parkside kits mounted on Peco
9’00” chassis with transfers from Robbie Burns. The hood
sheets are made from wrapping tissue and stuck on with PVA
glue. These are made up into two trains (one ‘full’, the other
‘empty’) with each rake of wagons split into two sections. All
the wagons are ‘loose coupled’ using fine chain except for the
wagons at each end of the sections which are fitted with DG
couplings. This enables the rakes to be split in order to
negotiate the incline (as in reality).
The signals were all made by Ray and all are working.
Powered by 12v relays, they are mechanically connected to

All other rolling stock is from the usual manufacturers - Dapol,

the signals by 10thou guitar strings!

Farish and Peco - with some being modified and/or detailed
with loads added.

The signal posts were made from square section brass rod
OPERATION

with the tapers created by using a rotary cutter mounted in a
bench drill …… a very rudimentary milling machine! Signal
arms and ladders are from the Model Signal Engineering

With its complex mix of clay, passenger and general goods

range.

trains, all of which require some kind of run-round, there is a
considerable amount of shunting. Anyone who has seen this
layout in operation will know that there is little time (or

STOCK

opportunity!) for trains to ‘hang around’. There is always
something moving!

The layout was originally run with small ‘prairies’, the first
being constructed by Ray. It started out as a Langley 56xx

** Ian Hibbert (then Chairman of MMRG) sadly passed away in 2014.

mounted on a Farish 08 chassis to which were added split

However, his contribution to our hobby lives on - not least for the fact that his

axle pony trucks to assist electrical pick up. The weight of the

words have been adapted and used in the completion of this article. Ed
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ROUNDY-ROUND - THE SEQUEL

are available, the locos and coaches will be dispensed with,

Tony Hallatt

probably before Christmas this year.

In the July issue of the Newsletter I pondered the real

Now to the ‘circle’ issue. If a train leaves Edinburgh and takes

railway’s use of circles to turn trains round, something that

the Fife Circle, it will finish its journey facing the opposite way

was, I thought, unnecessary now that most passenger trains

from its departure because that ‘circle’ is a balloon loop. In

are units with a cab at each end. A friend pointed out that

the dead of night, the sleeper trains can shunt in the station,

there are still loco-hauled trains with the loco at one end and

but during the day the station is far too busy and the

no cab of any sort at the opposite end. He even told me the

operation has to be very slick if delays are to be avoided.

trains he had in mind: the two sets of coaches used by Scot

What these trains do is amazingly complex so that they

Rail to operate four daily peak-hour trains on the Fife Circle

always face the right way and do not spend more than a few

from Edinburgh. Thus began a little research….

moments in the platform. The empty trains are kept at
Motherwell, where DRS
has its Scottish base. For
each run round the circle,
trains travel empty for
over an hour from
Motherwell across
Scotland towards
Edinburgh by different
routes, presumably to
leave space on the lines
for the regular and
intensive passenger
services; they take the
freight-only Suburban
line, itself a loop, and
enter Edinburgh from the
East. One train goes

ScotRail class 68 on duty

clockwise, the other
anticlockwise, returning to
The trains are Class 68 diesels, built about 2014, hauling five

Edinburgh at the end of their passenger journeys. They then

or six ex-BR Mk 2 air-conditioned coaches. DRS supplies the

return to Motherwell by two more different routes, which

drivers, and Scotrail supplies the guard needed when the

might also have the advantage of keeping the drivers’

train is carrying passengers in order to operate the locks on

knowledge of a range of routes.

the slam doors. Locos and coaches are now in the very
attractive ‘Saltire’ livery. The engines are modelled by Dapol

Enthusiasts love these trains but I hope you can see how

in 00 and N but the only coaches seem to be re-sprays from

complex it is, all for only four passenger workings. It cannot

the likes of Rainbow Railways; transfers are available should

be economical, but it does illustrate how intricate railway

you wish to make your own vehicles.

operations can be, especially with non-standard stock. Your
model train, with a loco on one end does still have a
prototype.

But it’s the everyday Scottish operation which surprised me.
These trains are used because we simply do not have

Have a trip from Edinburgh while the opportunity is still there!

enough diesel units to provide the service. Once these units
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DO NOT TRY THIS ON THE WEST COAST

YOU’D HAVE TO BE A COMPLETE PRAT …….

MAINLINE!

https://

https://
www.youtube.com/
watch?
v=z7buTCULLeY

www.youtube.com/
watch?
v=C6MgisM_I8o

HOW TO REPLACE SLEEPERS WITHOUT
REMOVING TRACKS!
…….OR A TOTAL MORON!!

https://
thekidshouldseethis.com/

https://www.youtube.com/

post/train-tracks-how-to-

watch?v=ft75XOvwPFk

replace-railway-ties-without-

https://www.youtube.com/

pulling-up-the-rails

watch?v=ft75XOvwPFk
MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

THERE ISN’T ALWAYS A SAVIOUR AROUND …..

“CHESHIRE MODELS”

https://www.thesun.co.uk/

37, Sunderland Street, Macclesfield

news/2012792/how-video-

www.cheshiremods.org.uk

01625 511646

of-a-rail-worker-saving-

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

man-from-path-of-

“THE MODEL CENTRE”
Hill Farm, Beck Hole, Whitby, North Yorkshire,

oncoming-train-fooled-the-

YO22 5LF

internet/

01947 899125
“www.themodelcentre.com"

….. I guess things aren’t always what they seem!
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OVER TO YOU

played during WW2. It is well written and is compelling and
informative reading.

Dear Mike,
The book (ISBN: 8601200793383), as you’ve said, is
available on various web sites (including Amazon) new from

I may be a little late this year to suggest railway-related

around £8.48 for the paperback issue and £25.00 for

holiday reading, but here goes anyway.

hardback and less than £2.50 secondhand.
My long suffering wife recently found (in The Works
It’s well worth keeping in mind for Christmas ……I managed

bookshop, I think) something for me to read on the long

to get a copy from ‘The Works’ for £3.00 and it is a thoroughly

days at sea during the Mediterranean cruise we've just

good read.

completed. The book, entitled Steaming to Victory by
Michael Williams, proved to be an enthralling description

Many thanks

of the contribution the railways made in Britain to the
Second World War effort. Not only does it contain tales

Mike

of amazing bravery, but also gives an insight into
unusual railway practices which may be interesting to
those of us modelling this period of railway history.
There's even some local interest, in the form of a

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

reference to a Grimsby-based LNER ferry named SS
Macclesfield. This trusty vessel was apparently

“S.M.T.F.” (model shop)

assigned to rescue operations from stricken convoys in

Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North,
Poynton, Cheshire, SK12 1BY

the North Atlantic.

01625 850427

I found the book fascinating, as would most folk
interested in railway history. Something for the holiday
suitcase perhaps, or maybe an early Christmas stocking
filler? When I last checked, the book was available
cheaply on Amazon.

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“TRIDENT TRAINS”

Cheers,

Unit 10, The Craft Arcade, Dagfields Craft Centre,
Crewe Road, Walgherton, Nantwich, Cheshire,

Vic (Holland)

CW5 7LG
01270 842400

Hi Vic,

www.tridenttrains.co.uk
Glad you enjoyed your cruise
and you certainly took a good
read with you. ‘Steaming to

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

Victory’ by Michael Williams,

“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM”

as you rightly say, is packed
full of interesting facts and

30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY

anecdotes and does more

0161 928 5940

than a little to highlight the

“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”

crucial role that railways
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MEMORY LANE

My 60 year old Grandfather, Tom Webber, was the Ganger IC

post WW2 rural life on the GWR as a boy and

for the 4 lines from Newton Abbot Station to Aller Junction

switchable and lockable crossings!

and as far as the starter signal on the Torquay line and up to
Stoneycombe Quarry (Half way up Dainton Bank) on the

Pat Honey

Plymouth – about 11 miles walking !

ALLER JUNCTION

I was 13 and at Grammar school at that time in 1948 and
Tom was friendly with Harry Hackard, the one legged
signalman at Aller Junction box. Harry lost his leg one foggy
night having been hit by a train whilst putting detonators on
the line outside his box. The Company fixed him up with a
wooden “pirate’s leg” and he kept his job, stumping around
the box for the rest of his life. They did however install the
detonator equipment which he could use to push them on to
Left for Torquay, right for Plymouth (with a few inclines!)

the rail from within the box. Not many alive today can lay

As a boy I lived near Aller Junction in Devon (This Junction

claim to using that equipment - I did, many times, as Aller

separated the Newton Abbot main line to Torquay and to

was in a valley and very prone to fog!

Plymouth) and thus was a very busy junction, especially with
summer Holiday traffic.

Over 2 years Tom took me to work with him at weekends,

18 leaving me in the signal box with Harry for the 8 hours, while

he walked his ‘length’. When I was old enough I applied to be

The consequence is that the gradient was 1 in 31 in places

a signalman but the Railway Dr told me I was colour blind, so

and reputed to be the steepest main line in the UK.

that meant National Service and later on I joined the RAF –
but that’s another story).

When atmospheric propulsion was abandoned traction
issues emerged and although some easing of rising curves

Tom would walk his route 6 days a week, in all weathers,

did take place it became accepted practice that all but the

starting at Aller signal box and walked the 2 UP main lines 2

lightest trains were double headed from Newton Abbot en

miles to Newton Abbot West box and walked the 2 DOWN

route to Plymouth.

lines back to Aller box. Then he walked ½ a mile out and
back on the Torquay line before, finally, walking the 3 mile up

Operations also had to take into account the bank UP

gradient to Stony Combe Quarry and return.

Dainton then the drop into Totnes and from there the bank
UP Emerdon and the drop into Plymouth. Trains, both ways,

He never had a holiday….. his day off was allotment day.

were always double headed between Plymouth and Newton
Abbot. Both Newton Abbot and Laira (Plymouth) loco sheds

This was 1948 and him being born and bred in the nearby

were enlarged to be repair and maintenance sheds capable

village of Abbotskerswell adjacent to the cider works and, like

of supplying this need.

all railway and farm workers at that time (a hardy breed!), he
was brought up on scrumpy and although never drunk he

In 1921 the increase in overall traffic put extra pressure on

was addicted and needed a continuous supply to keep him

the line with slow moving goods trains for the Royal Navy

going.

Fleet at Devonport which caused long delays to other traffic,
Tom supervised the laying in of a goods holding loop on the

When walking his ‘length’ in his old long wax raincoat (if

DOWN Plymouth line just as it cleared Aller Junction.

needed) he carried a 14lb sledge hammer to tighten up and

This loop had a large rear end pilot holding bay, a water

replace loose or fallen out wooden keys holding the track.

tower and emergency coaling facility.

He also carried a gallon of oil and a brush to lube points and
signal wires plus a tube of grease for same. He, also, always

The handling of goods trains up Dainton Bank was always a

carried a flagon of scrumpy and in hot weather a bottle of

problem in that no goods train could be released to climb to

cold tea.

Dainton unless the signalman at Aller had a full 30 minute
break in traffic. During the holiday season with trains coming

Apart from a blue boiler suit and a great coat no other

from London and the North and Wales via Bristol, there were

protective or high visibility clothing was issued – most railway

rare times when goods traffic could be released, so this

men wore long johns and vests, trousers etc and always a

generally was a night time activity in summer.

white shirt plus a cap of course.!
All goods trains were rear banked up as far as Dainton
Compared with working conditions today, they took their lives

summit and from Dainton signal box all banking engines

into their hands every day and train drivers had to be extra

(usually Prairie tanks) ran back as light engine to Aller Jct or

vigilant to see trackside workers in those days !

on to Newton Abbot depending on rotation of duties.

The Junction:

In the 30’s new trains were progressively getting heavier but
as the new Castle and King locomotives were coming into

The Plymouth line from Aller Junction was as Brunel laid it for

service (which could achieve high speeds, with the Kings in

atmospheric working in broad Gauge and as atmospheric

particular, capable of hauling some of the express trains over

cylinder propulsion did not need to take into account traction

these banks without assistance), meant that the crossing of

issues it was a very steeply inclined route following natural

the Torquay UP Main by the curved Plymouth DOWN MAIN

land contours and thus also had sweeping curves as built.
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at Aller had to be capable of dealing with Plymouth bound

Express trains crossing at 70 MPH - to have enough
momentum to clear the incline up to Dainton tunnel without
assistance. Hence the need for the installation of the
switched and locked crossing** at Aller.

I am sure the 4 white levers together (centre right) were for
moving point blades and the one to the right is the locking
one forward !
I was always told that the Aller unit was the first one installed
in the UK – question is – with the Aller one being lifted in the
80’s when the junction was removed, are there any more still
in use anywhere?

If my memory (from c1948) serves me right it required 5
levers to change the crossing - 1 locking lever when route
Of course, long before the days of computer controlled

selected and 4 to move each of the four blades on the

systems, every communication between signal boxes had to

crossing.

be recorded in a journal as did all permissions granted (or
refused), every point and signal switch, every train entering
and/or leaving the sector and the times! There could be an
awful lot of entries on a busy day!

** The purpose of this type of crossing is to provide continuous running rails
through the junction and so permit higher speeds especially on a curved
crossing such as at Aller (see photo middle left). Ed
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NOVEMBER 11TH 2018

gauge railways that supplied the front lines and played such

Mike Hebblethwaite

an important part in evacuating the wounded. Did you have
relatives who spoke about their experiences of working on

November 11th this year marks an important centenary. It

the railways at home moving munitions and troops, supplying

marks the 100th anniversary of the cessation of hostilities

our naval and other military bases?

that was World War 1 ……. the greatest battlefield carnage
You could help to make this issue very special with the

the world has ever known.

inclusion of anecdotes and the recorded memories of those
who were involved.

Very few communities in this country and many, many others
escaped losing loved ones, relatives and friends in what has

Please help if you can.

been described as “the most gloriously futile waste of life …
ever”.

The deadline for material offered for inclusion is October 21st
so, please, send me all that you can to :-

To mark this very special anniversary, I am planning a
commemorative November issue of this Newsletter and,

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"

whilst I have some material to publish, I am asking for your
help.

Please put WW1 on the subject line of any e-mail you send

Do you have any information about the role the railways

…. it would be greatly appreciated as I have a dedicated

played either at home or behind the front lines? Maybe you

folder for this issue.

have stories about relatives who worked on the railways at
the time or played a part in building and running the narrow

Thank you

WHY AM I NOT GETTING MY NEWSLETTER?

attributable to a full in-box at the receiver’s end. A ‘hard’

Mike Hebblethwaite

bounce often means that the address is no longer existent
(the subscriber has changed their e-mail address) or the e-

I’m still, occasionally, getting the odd e-mail from

mails from MailChimp (and thus the Newsletter) have been

disappointed subscribers who, apparently, are not receiving

blocked, in which case they are automatically ‘unsubscribed’.

their Newsletters.
Almost all the e-mails I’ve received about non-delivery have
As almost all readers will be well aware, the Newsletter is

been from folk who have received the Newsletter but their

now no longer sent out from my own, personal, e-mail

system has treated them as ‘junk mail’. Resetting their e-mail

account. The invitation to download each issue is now sent

system has resolved the problem in all cases.

using the services of ‘MailChimp’. It’s a very good and
reliable service that gives some very useful feedback. For

There have been the odd one or two who have changed their

example, it tells me if subscribers have not opened their

e-mail address and forgotten to up-date me with that

invitation and that enables me to send a second. It’s a useful

information!

feature that helps to cater for folk who may be away from
home and their computer - holidays, visits to family and

Some have not received their Newsletter because their e-

friends, etc. There are around 20 - 30 people every month

mail account has not been cleared of old, redundant e-mails

who open the second mailing.

that are simply cluttering up their system. A bit of ‘spring
cleaning’ resolves that problem!

MailChimp also tells me who has not received their e-mail. It
tells me if the mailing has ‘bounced’. A ‘soft’ bounce is usually

If you are having any problems, please get in touch.
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THE LAST WORD

on wagons using today’s much finer wheel tolerances. It is
not beyond the ability of most modellers, save the most
hamfisted, to up-grade wheel sets on their wagons and other

I’m old enough, unfortunately, to have been the proud owner

rolling stock. Locos, I grant you, are somewhat more difficult

of a Tri-Ang ’00’ train set. Let’s not get too precise, let’s just

to up-grade. If like Peco, two grades of track are produced,

say it was pre-1960! I thought it was amazing - a ‘Tans-

by all means have a ‘universal’ track but, at least, let the

continental’ pacific (2663 on the tender), a tank car, gondola,

‘Fine-scale’ be just that!

cattle car and caboose. Oh. And an oval of track with two
sidings. Did I say track? To be honest it was more like a pair

It’s seems ages since I had a decent gripe!!

of miniature girders fastened to a grey plastic base that was
supposed to represent ballast. I thought it was wonderful.

CLUB CONTACTS AND WEB ADDRESSES

I see that series 1 (and the later series 2 without the ‘ballast’)

Newsletter:-

track now and shudder. It was crude in the extreme. Wheel

e-mail

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"

flanges were also grossly over-scale to cope with the track!
telephone

07761 122126

How things have moved on. We have (in ’00’) ‘standard’ code
100 rail which, though still overly large, has become an
Macclesfield Model Railway Group:-

almost universal standard. Wheel standards have also greatly
improved with most manufacturers using NMRA ‘RP25’
profiles which not only perform well on code 100 rails but also

web site

‘www.macclesfieldmrg.org.uk'

e-mail

‘macclesfieldmodelrailwaygroup@gmail.com'

on the finer code 80 and even code 75 rails. Sadly, he writes
telephone

with tongue firmly implanted in cheek, my wonderful 1960’s
Tri-Ang train will not operate on any of these ‘newer’

07796 457978
07761 122126

standards of track …….. even if I wanted it to.

It’s not just ’00’ that has seen these kind of improvements

Twitter

www.twitter.com/@MacclesfieldMRG

Facebook

www.facebook.com/macclesfieldmrg

…… all scales and gauges now have ‘finer scale’ options and
’N’ gauge is no exception.
If you would like to contact the Newsletter or Macclesfield Model
Railway Group for any reason, simply ‘click’ on the appropriate red

However, I was struck when reading about the trackwork

link above.

used on ‘Bodmin’ that to avoid the characteristic ‘wobble’ as
short wheelbase wagons traverse points, the simple solution
was to add a small ‘extension’ to the frog on the point. Even

Don’t forget ……… your Committee members are:-

though Peco ‘Fine-scale’ track had been used, there was still

Chairman

Shaun Horrocks

Vice Chairman

Mike Hebblethwaite

Treasurer

Alan Ashton

Secretary

Tom McDonough

a tendency for those small wheels to ‘fall’ into the gap
between the frog and the point blade and thus upset smooth
running.

What’s the point (no pun intended!) of improving general

Member reps

track and wheel standards if such ‘gaps’ are left in the point

Colin Moores
Tony Hallatt

work, presumably, to allow older stock with less fine wheel
Steve Nixon

standards to continue to be used.

Gerry Ogden

Point and track manufacturers take note …. some fairly
simple tweaks to your points will solve the ‘wobble’ problem

Newsletter Editor
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Mike Hebblethwaite

